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AGENDA

Agenda Item
Report on Program Status

Action, Discussion, Information
1. Last academic year (ending in August)
we had a total of 635 compared with 551
the academic year before, even with
COVID-19!
2. Effects of the pandemic: We had to stop
all traditional classroom classes.
Fortunately we had converted most of the
program with the exception of 2 courses so
we were as ready as you could be.
3. We are still offering courses with
regularity that one can complete the
program within 2 years. Freshman level
courses are offered at least twice a year
and sophomore level courses are offered at
least once a year.

Responsibility
Silverblatt

Old Business

Market Place Training: Our courses
continue to have real-world training in
document drafting. In our freshman level
courses in Contracts, Business
Organizations, Family Law and Wills &
Probate the final exams have been replaced
with actual law office level legal document
preparation. In Law Office Technology,
students are exposed to case management
software, document assembly systems,
timekeeping and billing software, and
litigation support software. We also utilize
video simulations of real-world scenarios
in our sophomore level courses in
Advanced Civil Litigation, Criminal Law,
and Torts.
Received workshop report. Noted many
more members participate in the workshop
because it is done on-line. Discussion of
integration of simulated law suit materials
into the Advanced Civil Litigation course
notwithstanding the additional cost of $40
to the student. Will reevaluate next year.
Program Threats: Our program budget has
been reduced from $2,500 in 2017-2018 to
$900 in 2018-2019 to $450 in the current
academic year. This has caused us to
withdraw our participation and
membership in the American Association
for Paralegal Educators for 2020. No
instructional supplies are budgeted for
2021.
1. Attorney Allison Kuczek, who has been
teaching our Family Law class for some
years, wants to ensure that our face to face
class emphasizes Texas law. The on-line
class will still focus on both Texas and
national legal trends and law. She also will
start developing a Family Law drafting
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Workshop Report

New Business:

Curriculum Decisions:

Silverblatt

Silverblatt

Silverblatt

Other:

MINUTES

class (under the rubric LGLA 2333
Advanced Legal Document Preparation)
that will meet in the classroom starting
next August.
2. We have been told that our course in
National Security Law needs to be
replaced by the WECM course of National
Security and Military Law. Since we are
the only ones teaching either, and actually
initiated both, the change is more cosmetic
and presents no issues.
3. No changes in degree or certificate
plans.
OER Textbook update was given. Two
courses have been revised this year as a
result. Will evaluate next year.

Key Discussion Points
Changes in the market place – Have you noticed
any significant changes in the market demand
or paralegal utilization in the past year?

Silverblatt

Discussion
Katie: “I have noticed that several local law firms have been in need
of paralegals. But, because the program is online, many of the
students and applicants are not local or are not planning on
remaining in the area after graduating. I know local firms are in need
of paralegals that plan to stay in Central Texas permanently. I think
there are a few solutions. First, the program could be promoted more
locally in order to get more local students enrolled. Second, the
program could promote remote paralegal work as an alternative.
This might be a tough sell for some of the more traditional, oldschool law firms, but I know some of the new lawyers in the Austin
area are taking advantage of remote paralegals. And with the
adjustments everyone’s had to make during COVID, this might be a
realistic change for the future. Third, the program could look into
utilizing a Career Development Department/Coordinator to help
develop relationships with firms outside of the local area in order to
assist students with finding employment after graduation.”
Amanda: “I too have noticed a slight decrease in demand for
paralegals. I have been a member of a Texas paralegal forum on
Facebook for several years now and in previous years I was
constantly seeing posts from various law firms regarding
employment opportunities; however, within the past few months, I
rarely see those types of posts. I think that with the uncertainty of
COVID, a lot of firms are trying to minimize staff, as well as try to
move to a more virtual presence.”
Lisa: I think the demand for paralegal services has dropped some in
the last year due to the pandemic, but this has varied by area of
practice. The pandemic had different effects on each of our areas of
practice but all of our departments were able to maintain staff levels
and some even achieved some growth during this crazy year. Since
we are primarily a PI firm, we expect to be impacted in a bigger way
over the next 6-12 months as we feel the impact of the drop in auto
accidents that occurred during the closures and stay at home orders.
We have also seen less turnover and a bigger candidate pool when
hiring due to layoffs and closures.”

Karen: “Neither my current firm nor my previous firm have
reduced their need
or demand for paralegal work. I'm not very familiar with the other
law firms
in this area and can't comment on their demand or use of paralegals.”
Susan: “Not that I have seen.”
Allison: “As some of you know, I am a VERY solo practitioner. I
have a small practice, so I do not currently have paralegals on staff.
I see larger communities using paralegals more remotely. Locally,
most of the practices with whom I speak have SMALL offices.
From what I have seen, many of them are still showing up to the
office, but they are handling client matters remotely. In other words,
they are in the office, but the door is closed to the public.”
Has COVID – 19 changed the way paralegals
are being employed? Do we need to emphasize
additional soft skill training in remote work?

Lisa: “There are several ways COVID-19 has changed our
workplace and the skills our staff require.
Technology - With people needing to work from home, attend
virtual meetings, participate in online court proceedings, etc. they
have to develop a level of comfort and expertise with the involved
technology.
Comportment/Accountability - I think working from home naturally
causes people to relax the way they work. It is important to
remember that even though you are working from home, you are
still expected to work and be available during work hours, produce
quality work, communicate professionally, etc. Working from home,
requires a level of personal accountability that not all people
naturally have.
Communication - The biggest challenge I see to teams working
remotely revolves around communication. We use a variety of tools
for group communication and to bring our remote and in-office
workers together, but it is still easy to lose the team dynamic,
misunderstand the intended tone of written communications and
generally lose personal connections to each other. I think supervisors
are uniquely challenged to keep every person engaged and maintain
team cohesiveness. Remote work requires more frequent
communication, including meetings, chat platforms and phone calls,
in order to keep people connected.
Privacy - I think this is a big one that not everyone puts at the top of
the list, but remote work can be particularly dicey for legal
professionals. We have to consider HIPPA and client confidentiality
at every turn. Will unrelated people have access to client information
in the remote work environment? Will our technology successfully
keep data and information safe across remote work platforms? I
think training with every remote worker on maintaining the integrity
of our confidentiality and security protocols is essential. Outsourced
IT firms need to be briefed and even contracted to maintain
appropriate privacy and security measures and in-house IT teams
need to be constantly evaluating our systems and identifying
possible holes.”

Katie: “I think remote paralegal work is being utilized more as a
result of COVID and may continue after COVID as well. I think
having additional training would be helpful. One example of soft
skills might be virtual meeting tools such Zoom, Teams, and
Lifestyle. These tools would be helpful especially for remote
paralegals to allow them to interact with clients and attorneys
virtually.”
Susan: “I have not seen it in this area, but I think there is a need for
it remote work.”
Amanda: “Yes, I believe more firms are moving towards virtual
offices and may continue with virtual offices even after the
pandemic subsides. I agree with Katie's point that the program
should start emphasizing virtual meeting tools, as well as proper
etiquette when using such tools. LaShell has a very good suggestion
too. With firms moving towards virtual offices and courts
conducting virtual hearings, adding additional courses or an
emphasis on e-discovery would be beneficial to the paralegal
students, especially those who want to focus in litigation.”
Karen: “I'm not sure that technology skills qualify as a "soft skill",
but that certainly needs to be emphasized. I think, by definition, a
true "soft skill" (common sense, people skills, social skills, etc.)
can't necessarily be taught in a classroom, and I don't necessarily
think that these traits
are more important when working remotely than when working inperson. These importance of these things should always be
emphasized. ”
Allison: “When I expand more and feel comfortable taking on the
overhead, I would consider hiring someone remotely. I think
COVID-19 has forced many in the legal community to push comfort
levels regarding remote work. I think it would allow paralegals who
have other responsibilities to diversify with a blended work
schedule. They could pick up kids from school, but work from
home prior to that time. The problem, from an employer standpoint,
is how to allow that flexibility, but ensure that things are getting
completed. For an established paralegal, this is no problem. Most
experienced paralegals spend large chunks of time unsupervised
anyway, and they know they have to get things done. It is a soft
skill that needs to be established in a less experienced paralegal. I
know that MY work ethic when I was 18-21 was MUCH different
than my work ethic now as a self-employed person. The soft skill
that is VITAL in a pandemic market is the ability to follow through.
When I expand more and feel comfortable taking on the overhead, I
would consider hiring someone remotely. I think COVID-19 has
forced many in the legal community to push comfort levels
regarding remote work. I think it would allow paralegals who have
other responsibilities to diversify with a blended work schedule.
They could pick up kids from school, but work from home prior to
that time. The problem, from an employer standpoint, is how to
allow that flexibility, but ensure that things are getting completed.
For an established paralegal, this is no problem. Most experienced

paralegals spend large chunks of time unsupervised anyway, and
they know they have to get things done. It is a soft skill that needs
to be established in a less experienced paralegal. I know that MY
work ethic when I was 18-21 was MUCH different than my work
ethic now as a self-employed person. The soft skill that is VITAL in
a pandemic market is the ability to follow through.”
Would you be interested in having any remote
internship students

Bobby: “A little over a year ago we added the position of in-house
counsel to our staff and unfortunately only recently lost our staff
attorney. We are currently recruiting a replacement and once we fill
the position, I will make sure and reach out about getting them in
line to discuss an internship placement with us.”
Katie: I currently work for the State, so I’m not at liberty to make
those decisions. I’m not sure what internships my employer offers.
(If I had my own firm, I would definitely be interested in having a
remote paralegal intern!)”
Amanda: At the moment, I'm not sure what a remote internship
would like in my
office; however, it may something to consider in the future.”
Karen: “Thinking about my own internships, so much of the
experience was watching and observing people do their jobs. Seeing
how people interact. Getting a feel for how an office operates. I'm
not sure this could be achieved remotely.”
Allison: Potentially, I would consider this. I would have to explore
ways to open access to files without compromising confidentiality.”

Would you be interested in doing a zoom walk
through of your office for our virtual office
simulations? (No real names of individuals or
firms would be mentioned.)

Katie: “I’m on maternity leave right now and then I’ll be working
from home for a while. So, the only office I have available is my
home office, which I’m sure is not what you are looking for. But if
so, I’m more than happy to help out in whatever way I can.”
Lisa: I'm not opposed to this. Our office looks a little crazy with all
of the dividers we have up, but I'm sure we could make this work.
Feel free to contact me to discuss further.
Amanda: “Possibly.”

OER Textbook Report:

Other:

CHAIRPERSON SIGNATURE (or designee):
Gene Silverblatt (electronically)

Dr. Silverblatt reported that notwithstanding the dramatic reduction
in textbook costs through Cengage Unlimited, efforts were being
made to develop courses through open source materials, including
ones through Barnes & Noble. We are already recreated those
courses in LGLA 1307 Introduction to Law and the Legal Profession
and LGLA 1301 Legal Research and Writing, this academic year.
The workshop findings were submitted and approved. There be no
further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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